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  ELMAX SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

DIGITAL MODULATION EXPERIMENTS 

PLATFORM: MATLAB, SIMULINK & INSTRUMENTS (VSG & VSE) 
 

APPROACH  

 

Objective: APPROACH AND DESIGN FLOW 

 Understanding the Approach 

 Workflow for Such a Design 

 Matlab as Development Engine 

 Results and Visualisation on Instruments 

 

QUADRATURE PHASE SHIFT KEYING 

 

Objective: Understanding of QPSK and realization 

 Design Block on Simulink 

 Generation of IQ Samples on Workspace 

 Conversion and Saving of IQ samples 

 Deployment of Output file to Instrument 

 Visualisation and Realisation on VSE or VSG. 

 
16-QUADRATURE AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

 

Objective: Understanding of 16-QAM and 

realization  

 Design Block on Simulink 

 Generation of IQ Samples on Workspace 

 Conversion and Saving of IQ samples 

 Deployment of Output file to Instrument 

 Visualisation and Realisation on VSE or VSG. 

 

MINIMUM SHIFT KEYING 

 

Objective: Understanding of MSK and realization  

 Design Block on Simulink 

 Generation of IQ Samples on Workspace 

 Conversion and Saving of IQ samples 

 Deployment of Output file to Instrument 

 Visualisation and Realisation on VSE or VSG. 
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APPROACH FOR CONDUCTING THE EXPERIMENTS 
 
As the industry, technology and society make rapid progress, there is a growing need to teach the next 

generation of engineers’ even more complex concepts and build intuition quickly, so that they can apply 

their knowledge to develop the technology of the future. This calls for easy to use hardware and software 

platforms, to make it easier and fun to teach, learn and test the engineering ideas.  Simulink®  or Matlab® 

has long been the tool of choice of the industry (automotive, aerospace, electronics, etc.), since it provides 

a very user-friendly, collaborative and flexible environment for designing, simulating, testing and 

eventually implementing, complex, multi-domain systems and their control logic. The candidates will have 

a chance to learn through programming modules with different examples catering to different modulation 

schemes and the graphical realisation or different visualizations pertaining to the efficiency of any 

communication system design. The candidates will gain practical experience in building high-level 

examples themselves. Additionally the students will have a chance to understand the potential for using 

such a software and hardware together. So understanding of the approach can have a say in our decision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

As given above any Communication System design can be realised by either of the two workflows. We 

would be following the workflow complying with MATLAB as the development platform and for 

analysis and realisation we would be using Instruments such as a Vector Signal Generator or a Spectrum 

Analyser. The same has been described at the topmost part of the diagram.In this case we create the 

program of the Communication System Design offline either as a script file in Matlab or as a Simulink 

model and generate the IQ samples. After generation the IQ samples in a proper file format as 

compatible with the instrument is transferred to the same for further analysis and realisation. The 

approach is very simple with the drawback of having to change the parameters offline for any 

modifications to the design and nothing can be done on the fly. 
The other approach as explained in the lower most part of the workflow is through the use of Matlab or 

Simulink with any Hardware Based boards such as USRP or Zynq-AnalogDevices SDR Kit etc. The 

notable difference is that in this case the entire program or model can be deployed on the external 

hardware and we can make it run as a standalone application addressing to the various Wireless 

Communication Design challenges. Since the entire model is deployed on to an external environment 

hence the parameters can be tuned or controlled on the fly. The design is incisive and critical.  

One has to understand the intricacies associated with both the above before finally taking up one. Also 

the availability of resources can have a role to influence the choice one may end up with. Furthermore 

for experiments the former fits the needs better while for project the latter may be the obvious choice. 
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Matlab® or Simulink® as a Development Engine. 

 
Simulink® is a block diagram environment for Multi-Domain Simulation and Model-Based Design. It 

supports System-Level Design, simulation, automatic code generation, and continuous test and 

verification of embedded systems. Simulink® provides a graphical editor, customizable block libraries, 

and solvers for modelling and simulating dynamic systems. It is integrated with MATLAB®, enabling 

you to incorporate Matlab® algorithms into models and export simulation results to MATLAB® for 

further analysis. Matlab® and Simulink® connect to radio hardware for over-the air testing of 

wireless designs. You can transmit and receive live LTE, WLAN, and other custom waveforms 

with a signal generators, and analysers – whether you are working at your desk or in the lab. 

The experiments would allow you to: 

• Transmit and receive standard-compliant and custom waveforms and test on RF instruments. 

• Analyse captured signals with scopes and measurement tools in MATLAB and Simulink. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

QPSK: Generation of IQ Samples on Workspace 

PSK is one type of the phase modulation (PM) schemes. In this section, QPSK data are generated with 

raised cosine pulse shaping filters. Since we would like to transmit the QPSK at a sample rate of 20M 

Symbols/s, the Sample time specified in “Random-Integer Generator” block is 1/ (20e6). The users 

can specify their own sample rate. In order to observe the effect of the pulse shaping filters, we use a 

“Spectrum Analyzer” block, as well as several “Constellation” blocks. The Design is as follows 

 

                                                       Figure: SIMULINK DESIGN BLOCK 

 

https://wiki.analog.com/_detail/resources/eval/user-guides/ad-fmcomms2-ebz/software/resultwithfilt.png?id=resources:eval:user-guides:ad-fmcomms2-ebz:software:datafiles
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Data: Conversion and Saving of IQ samples 

 

Once the Transmitted signals are generated in workspace, we use the following two lines to save them in a  

“*.csv” file format. The lines can be written in a Matlab® Command Prompt. Please follow the same 

newdata = [I Q]; %% “I & Q form the two columns of the dataset newdata “%% 

dlmwrite ('qpskData.csv’, newdata); %% “A new file is created in the directory of the program or model “%%  

USB BASED APPROACH: Deployment of Output file to Instrument 

The Data as generated above can be transferred through an USB based drive to either a Vector Signal 

Generator or any Spectrum Analyser having VSE running on the same. File should be in “*.csv” 

format. 

INSTRUMENT END: Visualisation and Realisation on VSE or VSG. 

(1) The “*.csv” data file is transferred onto the Desktop of the Spectrum Analyser. 

(2) We need to start the VSE software on the instrument. 

(i) On the Spectrum Analyser, press Mode Button then select VSE Software 

(ii) On the VSE Software, go to File then select Load Demo Signals from the Menu. 

(iii) Typical Measurements such as spectrum and other Demodulation parameters will pop 

up. 

(iv) With the above set up running, again go to File and then open the “*.csv” file 

generated from the Matlab engine. 

(v) We can see the constellation for the model as created. The same can be compared 

with the MATLAB® results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/techdoc/ref/dlmwrite.html
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16 – QAM: Generation of IQ Samples on Workspace 

QAM is one type of the Amplitude modulation (AM) schemes. In this section, we use “Rectangular 

QAM Modulator Baseband” block to modulate the input random integer. If you would like a lower or 

higher order of QAM modulation, you only need to change the “M-ary number” of this block. 

The figure below shows a 16-QAM transmission model with the square root raised cosine pulse shaping 

filters. In order to observe the effect of the pulse shaping filters, we use a “Spectrum Analyzer” block, 

as well as several “Constellation” blocks on one of the channels. Other forms of QAM can also be done. 

Figure: SIMULINK DESIGN BLOCK 

 

Data: Conversion and Saving of IQ samples 

 

Once the transmitted signals are in workspace, we use the following two lines to save them in a  

“*.csv” file format. The lines can be written in a Matlab® Command Prompt. Please follow the same 

newdata = [I Q]; %% “I & Q form the two columns of the data set newdata “%% 

dlmwrite ('qamData.csv’, newdata); %% “A new file is created in the directory of the program or model “%%  

 

 

 

 

http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/techdoc/ref/dlmwrite.html
https://wiki.analog.com/_detail/resources/eval/user-guides/ad-fmcomms2-ebz/software/16qam.png?id=resources:eval:user-guides:ad-fmcomms2-ebz:software:datafiles
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USB BASED APPROACH: Deployment of Output file to Instrument 

The data as generated above can be transferred through an USB based drive to either a Vector Signal 

Generator or any Spectrum Analyser having VSE running on the same. File should be in “*.csv” 

format. 

 

INSTRUMENT END: Visualisation and Realisation on VSE or VSG. 

(1) The “*.csv” data file is transferred onto the Desktop of the Spectrum Analyser. 

(2) We need to start the VSE software on the instrument. 

(i) On the Spectrum Analyser, press Mode Button then select VSE Software. 

(ii) On the VSE Software, go to File then select Load Demo Signals from the Menu. 

(iii) Typical Measurements such as spectrum and other Demodulation parameters will pop up. 

(iv) With the above set up running, again go to File and then open the “*.csv” file generated from 

the Matlab® engine. 

(v) We can see the constellation for the model as created. The same can be compared with the 

MATLAB® results. 
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MSK: Generation of IQ Samples on Workspace 

MSK stands for Minimum Shift Keying. It is one type of the Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) 

schemes. In this section, we use “MSK Modulator Baseband” block to modulate the input random 

binary bits. In other words, the input is either 0 or 1 from the Random Binary Bit Block. 

The figure below shows a MSK transmission model with the square root raised cosine pulse shaping 

filters. In order to observe the effect of the pulse shaping filters, we use a “Spectrum Analyzer” block, 

as well as several “Constellation” blocks on one of the channels. 

 

Figure: SIMULINK DESIGN BLOCK 

Data: Conversion and Saving of IQ samples 

 

Once the transmitted signals are generated in workspace, we use the following two lines to save them 

in a “*.csv” file format. The lines can be written in a Matlab® Command Prompt. Please follow the 

same 

newdata = [I  Q];  %%  “ I & Q form the two columns of the dataset newdata “ %% 

 

dlmwrite ('mskData.csv',newdata); %% “A new file is created in the directory of the program or model“ %%

  

http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/techdoc/ref/dlmwrite.html
https://wiki.analog.com/_detail/resources/eval/user-guides/ad-fmcomms2-ebz/software/msk.png?id=resources:eval:user-guides:ad-fmcomms2-ebz:software:datafiles
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USB BASED APPROACH: Deployment of Output file to Instrument 

The data as generated above can be transferred through an USB based drive to either a Vector Signal 

Generator or any Spectrum Analyser having VSE running on the same. File should be in “*.csv” 

format. 

INSTRUMENT END: Visualisation and Realisation on VSE or VSG. 

(1) The “*.csv” data file is transferred onto the Desktop of the Spectrum Analyser. 

(2) We need to start the VSE software on the instrument. 

(i) On the Spectrum Analyser, press Mode Button then select VSE Software. 

(ii) On the VSE Software, go to File then select Load Demo Signals from the 

Menu. 

(iii) Typical Measurements such as Spectrum and other Demodulation parameters 

will pop up. 

(iv) With the above set up running, again go to File and then open the “*.csv” file 

generated from the Matlab engine. 

(v) We can see the constellation for the model as created. The same can be 

compared with the MATLAB® results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


